Home Learning Weekly News
Friday 29th January 2021
Well done to everyone (adults and children!) for helping to make our Home Learning such a success whilst
the school is partially closed. You are all shining stars! Here’s more information on this week’s super stars:

HOME LEARNING SUPER STARS
Rainbow: Zohra – For practising her phonics every day.
Tayyibah – For being amazing at yoga this week.
Red: Aadam H– For writing sentences using HFWs and phonics.
Amelia– For excellent reading in phonics.
Yellow: - For using her reading strategies independently.
Anayah—For making fantastic sentences using her ‘word wall’.
Pink : Mersia - For always writing in her neatest handwriting and for making some brilliant teacher videos!
Jilani - For writing an excellent sentence about a jellyfish, remembering his finger spaces.
Green: Amayah - For excellent maths work and for always showing her working out.
Afraz - For writing a brilliant sentence about jellyfish.
Blue: Zeeshan Ali - For showing brilliant independence and engagement in his home learning this week
Inarah - For her enthusiasm during our Google Meets and brilliant presentation of her work
Orange: Khadeejah - For always going above and beyond with her learning, and confidently sharing her amazing work during our Google Meets.
Ismail - For becoming more confident with his online learning and handing in all of his work on time.
Purple: Alayna - For a fantastic diary entry using lots of time adverbials and paragraphs.

Abdullah - For trying really hard with his work at school.
Lilac: Jumaymah– For always handing all of her work in on time.
Adam– For focusing well on his maths and responding to feedback.
Scarlet: Dawud - For using expanded nouns phrases to describe his sea creature in English.
Tahmidul - For his excellent comprehension during our Guided Reading session.
Crimson: Enam—For joining in during his Google Meet, and working hard on word reading and times tables.
Saeed—For always completing the extensions in Maths, and writing fantastic sentences with fronted adverbials, correct commas and conjunctions.
Emerald: Mijanul - For excellent division work in maths this week.
Sameeha - For challenging herself to complete all the activities set and putting in 100% effort.
Jade: Jahdae - For being well organised and completing all work, attending Meets on time and having resources prepared for the day's learning.
Neha - For being an active participant in class discussions on Google Meet and Google Classroom.
Turquoise: Alima—For picking out super interesting facts in her research about Ancient Egypt.

Jason– For excellent participation in all his classes this week and producing brilliant work.
Sapphire: Raheeq - For most improved home learning; he now prioritises well, hands work in on time and takes more care. Keep it up!
Jahid - For most improved home learning; he has improved both the quantity and quality of his work. Keep it up!

ATTENDANCE SUPER STARS
Early Years—Red Class (85%)
Phase 2—Purple Class (96%)
Phase 3—Crimson Class (96%)

